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A novel element for collimating LED light is designed based on non-imaging optics. It is composed of a refraction lens and a
reflector. The upper surface of the lens is freeform and calculated by geometrical optics and iterative process. The lens makes
the rays in the range of 0° 45° from the optical axis collimated. The rays in the range of 45° 90° from the optical axis are
collimated by the reflector. The inner surface of the reflector is parabolic with its focus located in the LED chip. The designed
element is applicable to LED source of any emitting type. For a certain application, the simulation results of the designed
element in Tracepro show that it has a very compact structure and good collimating performance. Just investigating the loss in
the lens surfaces, this element has high light output efficiency of nearly 99%. Most lighting area radii are no more than 20 mm
when the illuminated plane is 5 m away from the LED source.
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High power white LEDs have begun to play an important
role in many illumination systems due to their excellent perfor-
mance, such as small volume, high light output efficiency and
long lifetime. However, for some specific application situa-
tion, such as searchlights, spotlights, flashlights and night-
vision systems, the emitted rays from the LEDs need to be
collimated. The secondary optical design for LEDs is essen-
tial to these applications[1]. It belongs to the category of non-
imaging optics, and can be divided into the design for point
source and the design for extended source[2,3]. For point
source, when illumination distribution pattern is given, it can
be abstracted into a mathematical model. But for extended
source, there are many considerable issues. A typical design
method for the extended source is simultaneous multiple sur-
face (SMS) method[4]. Non-imaging optical design aims for
higher efficiency of the lights and more rational distribution
of the luminous intensity. The types of the designed elements
always are reflective, refractive or composite of them[5,6]. The
surfaces used in these elements are sphere, asphere or
freeform surfaces[7]. Nowadays, freeform surface becomes a
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prevalent in the secondary optical design for LEDs. H. Ries
and J. A. Muschaweck[8,9] introduced the tailoring method to
solve the freeform surface. In recent years, many internal
researchers in Tsinghua University, Zhejiang University and
Huazhong University of Science and Technology have had
success with the design of freeform surface elements for LED
lighting systems[10,11].

In this paper, a novel LED collimating element is de-
signed based on geometry optics and non-imaging optics
theory. It is composed of a freeform surface lens and a para-
bolic reflector. The freeform surface of the lens is calculated
by the tailoring method. This designed element is applicable
to LED sources of any emitting type. Numerical simulation
results demonstrate that the novel collimating element has
high light output efficiency of more than 99% and good col-
limating performance. It makes that the LED source can be
directly used in spacific lighting systems.

To avoid the total reflection of the rays with large emit-
ting angles, the rays emitted from the LED chip are colli-
mated by a freeform surface lens and a parabolic reflector,
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respectively. The structure of the novel LED collimating ele-
ment is shown in Fig.1. Fig.2 shows the side-glance of it.

There is a hemisphere surface in the bottom of the lens,
and the LED chip locates in the center of it. The surface of
the lens has two parts. The upper part of the lens’ surface is
freeform, which is calculated by tailoring method. The angle
between the optical axis and the boundary of the freeform
surface is 45°, so that the rays in the range of 0° 45° from the
optical axis are collimated by the freeform surface. The lower
part of the lens’ surface is another hemisphere surface which
is concentric with the smaller one. The rays in the range of
45° 90° from the optical axis can not be refracted by this
surface. The bottom radius of the reflection cup is a little larger
than the radius of the lens’ bottom. The upper radius of the
cup is equal to the height of it, and the inner surface of the
reflection cup is parabolic surface with its focus point located
in the LED chip. So that the rays in the range of 45°  90° from
the optical axis can be collimated by this cup. Moreover, to
limit the element’s volume, the bottom radius of the cup should
be nearly equal to that of the lens. Therefore, all the rays emit-
ted from the LED chip are collimated by this novel element.

The calculation method of the freeform surface of the lens
can be illustrated as follows. Because the distribution of the
LED luminous intensity is rotationally symmetric, the de-
sign can be simplified into two-dimensional coordinates[12].
We just need to obtain a freeform curve as a freeform sur-
face generatrix, which can be rotated by 360o around the op-

Fig.1 Model of the novel collimating element

Fig.2 Side-glance of the novel element

tical axis to get the corresponding freeform surface.
For a point source and considering the case of refraction,

as shown in Fig.3, if the freeform surface and the target plane
are divided into grids with equal number and the grids are
corresponding to each other, there is only one incident ray at
each grid node on the freeform surface. According to the edge-
ray theorem, the ray at the node of each grid on the freeform
surface corresponds to a point on the target plane. The rays
within any two grid nodes on the freeform surface can be in-
jected into the area between the two corresponding points
on the target plane[13]. Then for a given radius of the colli-
mated light in a certain area, we just need to divide the radius
of the target and the freeform surface into corresponding equal
grids. The vector of each refracted ray can be controlled by
the normal vector at each grid of the incident ray. This progress
is implemented by solving the first-order partial differential
equation based on Snell law. If the number of the divided grids
is large enough, all the rays incident to the whole freeform
surface can be collimated.

Fig.3 Corresponding relationship between the freeform
surface generatrix and the target plane

In the case of two-dimensional coordinates, there are three
steps to solve the freeform surface generatrix. Firstly, divide
the radius of the collimating area at the target plane into N
points. When the freeform surface covers half spatial distri-
bution of the rays from LED chip, the radius of the target
plane should be R/2 if the collimating plot radius is R. Then
the radius Ri of the ith point on the target plane can be expres-
sed as

Secondly, divide the rays in the range of 0° 45° from the
optical axis into N parts along the angle . To make sure each
ray can be injected into the corresponding point on the target
plane, the ith angle i of the ith ray can be expressed as

i
N
RRi 2

                  , i = 0, 1, 2, N .                                        (1)

1 arctani i
i

R                                , i = 0, 1, 2, , N,                          (2)
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where i is the angle between the ith ray and the optical axis
Y, R=R12N, and i is the radius vector of the ith ray.

Lastly, as shown in Fig.4, according to the tailoring
method, the freeform surface generatrix is divided into N grids
by the incident rays with the angle i (i = 1, 2, , N). The
normal vector of any grid is N, the unit vector of the incident
ray at this grid is In, and the unit vector of the refracted ray is
Out. Based on the Snell law, they satisfy the equation as

[1+n2-2n(Out In)]
1/2

N =Out-n In ,              (3)

where n is the relative index. For the designed lens and the
refraction surface, n should be the relative index between air
and the material of the lens. Choose an initial point S0 on the
freeform surface generatrix, whose corresponding point on
the target is the target center T0. The unit vector of the inci-
dent ray at this point In0 could be calculated by (0, 0), and
the unit vector of the refracted ray Out0 could be calculated
by (x0- 0sin 0, y0- 0cos 0). Then the normal vector N0 at this
point can be obtained by solving Eq.(3), and the equation of
the tangent at this point is obtained, too. The second point S1

on the freeform surface generatrix is calculated by the inter-
section of the incident ray IN1 and the tangent of the previ-
ous point. The direction vector of the refracted ray OUT1

can be also obtained as T1S1, where T1 is the corresponding
point of incident ray IN1 on the target plane. Then we can
obtain the normal vector N1 of the second point according to
Eq.(3). And the equation of the tangent at this point is
obtained, too. The third point S2 is the intersection point of
the incident ray IN2 and the tangent. Based on this algorithm,
we can obtain all other points and their normal vectors on
the freeform surface generatrix. Thus, the point coordinates
on the freeform surface generatrix are ascertained. The gen-
eratrix can be rotated around the Z axis with 360o to form the
freeform surface.

Fig.4 Schematic diagram of the method to solve the free-
form surface generatrix

A collimating element as an LED package to achieve a
lighting area with 20 mm diameter at 5 m away is designed

to demonstrate the validity of this method. The refractive
index of the material (as PMMA) is 1.49. The bottom diam-
eter of the reflector cup is 8 mm, and the upper diameter of it
is 20 mm. The model of the designed element is shown in
Fig.5(a). An LED chip with the size of 1 mm 1 mm is
established, the relative position of each part is constituted
in Tracepro, and 1000 rays from the LED chip are traced.
The simulation results of the collimating element are shown
in Fig.5(b) and (c). The diameter of collimated spot is about
20 mm at the target plane 5 m far away from the LED source,
which is extremely consistent with the expected results. All
the half-space rays emitted by the LED chip are collimated.
The number of the rays received by the target surface is 990.
The light output efficiency is defined as the ratio of the num-
ber of the rays incident in the target plane to that emitted
from the LED source without considering the lens material
transmission, so the efficiency of the designed element is
about 99%.

For collimating the rays from the LED lighting source, a
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Fig.5 Simulation results of the designed LED collimat-
ing element
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novel LED collimating element is designed. The method for
solving the freeform surface of the collimating lens is intro-
duced in detail. Compared with other numerical solution
methods, the proposed method is simpler, faster, and does
not need optimization. For a specific instance, the simula-
tion results prove that the design method is correct, and the
structure of this novel element is logical. It makes the LED
lighting source be more widely applied in the lighting
situations.


